
Jesus and the keys of knowledge.  

Secret saying # (114) Simon Peter said to him, "Let Mary leave us, for women are 

not worthy of life." Jesus said, "I myself shall lead her in order to make her male, 

so that she too may become a living spirit resembling you males. For every 

woman who will make herself male will enter the kingdom of heaven.  

"The knowledge of good and evil has been a question in everyone until you stop 

and think in terms of Mary being the feminine element of Jesus, and all that was 

written about the feminine element in your bibles, had to do with the masculine 

and feminine elements of the spiritual self, in which Jesus was here to teach our 

secondary human kind. But ‘’what is a birthing element’’ that each of us has two 

of, treating the final feminine element? 

The Keys of Knowledge are an understanding of spiritual realignment between 

self and the life source, sourcing self the knowledge and understanding of the 

natural higher self, in the uniqueness quality of self. Fueled by the life source 

element in early childhood, acting as a self calculating spirit of truths knowledge, 

spoken to the inner self of the child each of us use to be. Just becoming aware of 

our own emotional structure of the self, through a spiritual seed, a stolen seed 

but still, a spirit seed of life that provides life of knowing truths knowledge and to 

then feel truths knowledge in the emotional response in which the human being 

reacts to -in either the good, or in the evil that so many are in todays world. Inside 

an individualize uniqueness element since everyone is born with this seed at 

birth, offering ‘’first thought’’ and thought process itself that allows wisdoms 

intellect to search for the light in a logic, that will conclude the knowledge sought. 

And completes the inner self emotionally when finished with the life source, 

sourcing self with those things, understanding the emotional moment of our 

emotional human being, and it works this way algorithmically, since we are all 

born without any knowledge at all. And this is the way then to program ‘’a living 

computer’’ to receive a life source, and then give it to its host to Mr and Ms 

uniqueness of self, left here without any knowledge ‘’at all’’. In which then when 

kept in spiritual alignment, this life source offers us something that had also been 

stolen from each of us, which is the need meeting sense of the Pleroma’s fullness 



element given to each of us that meets emotional need on its own, when without 

the interference from the evil that also is in the self with that seed, but not 

physically as the seed is. This evil we all know of with a possession element and 

ability to ‘’turn’’ thought and thought process into an emotional darkness of self, 

in the secondary human being. And turn it evil, or at a very minimum, turn 

someone so fearful of their own emotional truths, they refuse to enter its 

knowledge base of the inner self, filled with emotional knowledge we get from 

each experience. Offering self in the now, a knowledge base to recall from, when 

in moments of uncertainty, as to then project that spirit into the world instead of 

the one from the first wisdom of the good, the self was born in alignment with 

naturally.  This evil with its own wisdom of ‘’the lowered self’’ is produced 

electronically and attaches itself to the electromagnetic pulse in the earth, 

attaching to that like a computer hacker does a computer, to then attach itself to 

that which our first wisdom is delivered from. To then appear as our first wisdom 

of truth, of the inner self and turns the normal self worth level into then into ‘’the 

lowered self worth level’’ after the initial attack on human spirit, in early 

childhood. That achieves the turning of how self reacts to its new emotional 

response in the now by infecting hearts thought with the wisdom element of the 

lower self. Who births nothing but uses specific tools and formula that removes 

human will for its own emotional truth first, to then exploit this into fearing all 

truths in the environment, slowly but surely killing off the human will for its own 

emotional truth. And after the emotional distortion program of hearts thought 

process is installed as now the new emotional operating program to react to in 

the lowered self, in the now of new emotional birthing in new human experience, 

perception then is distorted and self cant see in thought as clearly any more,  and 

soon wont see anything in its own emotional depth anymore. With this emotional 

darkening agent of the lowered self wisdom is, which is written in the dead sea 

scrolls as the angry persons wisdom, wanting to use the unresolved state as a 

leverage in the now to ignite the amplified effect of our fight or flee instinct to 

protect self, but for us is emotional self protection. Ignited from a distorted 

animal instinct we no longer need? This self develops then the persona of the 

lower self, creating what we already know of in our spiritual duality.  



Now that we are here in that end result ‘’of all of that’’ of which was four life 

cycles ago, we are on our fifth and last life cycle for the secondary human being to 

finally understand about itself. So itself can then move on and go home where 

there is a loving home waiting for each one of us –of those who separate 

themselves from their lower self dominance because it is an infection to god and 

gods house, and he doesn’t want our spiritual disease. In our reaction to the 

emotional moment in the secondary persona of human being, depending on the 

safety element in the environment, in the moment.…We actually never had it to 

begin with, the animal instinct to live through and earn from as other animals do. 

And the fight or flee mechanism we react to emotionally then is only old genetic 

programing from the apes dna. After the Anunaki, beings from another planet 

who saw the human condition that was already here and said ‘’I want one’’ for 

myself, so they made the template white human, because before that moment all 

there were, were colored people. Adams feminine element Eve was the dumbed 

down version of our truth element. The first one told this being to bugger off 

when he told her to obey the regenerated masculine element in Adam, working in 

opposite of how it works in heaven, where the male thinks only through to its end 

result of the life and life quality from knowing truth and empathies wisdom. Her 

name was Lilith who most believe her to be evil since she rejected this Anunaki 

who demanded from the purity element of god, to be then impure, so the 

dumbed the element down and called her eve. Then the physical female was 

made later after these first humans were first. Made to work in the labour camps 

and put in cages at night to sleep but who after the Anunaki left convinced they 

made the secondary human allowing its own will to help them instead of slaving 

for them, were allowed to reproduce their offspring. Those ones left the first 

humans alone but we were then intercepted by two other races of beings not 

from earth either. Who has been manipulating people ever since they landed here 

from mars, because that planet was destroyed I think in the attempt to destroy 

the earth like planet that is now our asteroid belt. That planet posed some type of 

threat to the mars colonies for what ever reason so mars decided to destroy the 

whole planet and killing their world in the process. They crash landed here and 

saw the human condition and said look what we can d with these ones. It was 

those ones who was labeled the fallen angels who taught the secondary human to 



kill for their god, and that fake jew religion started but a jewish person believing 

in the life source, is as much the gods self as any Christian is who believes in their 

hearts of this fellow named Jesus but despises what the church does to children 

and I bet you anything the real Jewish person hates the written instruction in the 

Talmud in describing to the priest in the proper ways to have sex with a three 

year old. But in the beginning, making the first Adam that finally worked- who 

they simply killed the ones that didn’t work.. had to be obedient and directional 

so they programmed us specifically, to react to emotional fearing using ‘’that 

animal instinct’’ of the ape, to protect flesh from being torn apart and eaten by 

the other bigger stronger hungrier animal-but used in us ‘’as emotional fight or 

flee’’. The other dna was taken from Sasquatch and Neanderthal and from 

themselves to. Who I believe the Sasquatch evolved into the Neanderthal who 

then evolved into what was to evolve then into the human being, but the 

secondary human killed off all the first humans because their religion and priest 

and priesthood of evil, told them to. Who the secondary humans were 

preprogramed to believe in their hearts that god would punish them if they did 

not do as the priesthood told them, so they did exactly ‘’as god willed them to 

do’’, but as according to the priest of that religion-that came from another planet 

as well-this religion and belief in a god who loves to hurt children is the fake Jew 

religion with the Talmud explaining to its priests the proper way to have sex with 

a three year old, and still have their god see that child as a virgin. It is the same 

god and leadership that once demanded that parents prove their love for this 

jealous god by giving their child to the priest, to then throw that child onto a 

burning hot statue of their god figure until it burned to death. Which is the 

dominant religion and religious belief in the Canadian and American government 

today, hiding the fact their behavior exhibits behaviors from a Baal worshiper, still 

infecting the human being in emotional content and, having it still working ‘’in the 

order’’ it was meant to back then, just in different ways now. That produce the 

same result-and the same intent then is displayed in their motives and pay off in 

their behaviors that expose their lies for what they are.  For lying to each one of 

us while dismantling the human will of the self, as any pedophile would a child, 

because behaviorally it is the same intent to remove human will from  its 

emotional truth, just for different reasons. In which requires a specific set of tools 



and formula of human will removal which is the goal for any spiritual predator 

hunting for something physical, knowing itself has to deceive and lie spiritually in 

order to earn the fake trust needed ‘’to pull it off’’ whatever that goal of 

extraction might be, and all because this person didn’t ask and refused to accept 

the answer no if that was the case so itself seeps into its lower self dominance to 

search for the lying knowledge of emotional deceit to make it all work. 

Now is the ending of the last life cycle and the new one began! and ‘’this time 

period’’  is about to be flushed down gods toilet since this Jesus fellow showed  

up and then showed ‘’us’’….twice. 

Anyway…. 

Read on a discover ‘’a few other things’’ some didn’t want you to know, and 

didn’t want your parents and grandparents to know, but now that you will know 

what we know of what Jesus came to tell us of the keys of our human knowledge, 

then you will produce offspring that is without this spiritual infection of 

separation, division and conquering of the human spirit. Through the self worth 

level, and its puppet puppeteer relationship dynamic leftover, while growing into 

the adult in emotional maturity, or at least this is the hope in each of us for our 

children. Spoken to self in the silence of this feminine element/birthing element 

of a ‘’life source’’  inside the person, to offer this person the hearts thought of 

raising the child with love and concern and the emotional nurturing we all need, 

but parents fail in that hearts thought because of their lower self dominance. In 

which then kills off our spiritual  ‘’re birthing ability’’ of truths knowledge, and 

allowing then the human being to not understand its own emotional depth 

anymore. Know truth, and truths knowledge from its birth in new emotional 

experience. In which the emotional response is born for the self to react to, in 

new emotional experience, knows from the knowledge of new truth. Who then, 

when the early child becomes aware of its truth, when the emotional impact is 

birthed for the child to experience the knowledge of truth emotionally. Following 

it then naturally as expression maker, and path maker in the beginning, 

developing the uniqueness in how the inner self reacts to that emotional 

knowledge, in its new state of becoming aware of it. Becomes then what all 



children do with their knowledge naturally, they express it out loud to share their 

‘’happy joy’’ of realizing this new knowing emotionally, and expresses that spirit 

and spiritual nature out the ‘’secondary’’ human behavior-while acting on hearts 

thought, from the first human behavior- in thought itself. As the result of the 

internal spiritual copulation with god the life source or, calculation in hearts 

thought process with one of the two wisdoms concerning the same experience 

and the same emotional truth of the self, birthed in that moment. And if you 

decided already that in fact you do have a higher and lower self, then please read 

on because toady is the reason for Jesus in the first place, and the life of your 

human spirit depends on knowing what Jesus was here to teach us. The real Jesus, 

not the one they took and utilized the tools and tool box and formula of human 

will removal- from us all. The first human behavior is choosing between our two 

wisdoms, the first wisdom of the good, or the angry persons wisdom, which 

choosing one of them is a behavior in itself since it is the beginning step in 

producing the second human behavior that acts on the first, in the hearts mind of 

self. Or, calculation in hearts thought with the first wisdom of the good, with the 

life source and self together as one entity, who they didn’t know to say ‘’calculate 

hearts thought to form intent, and formulate then the behaviors’’ that will 

actualize the goals success. So they explained it in a way we would understand in 

the spiritual copulation description, between the masculine and feminine element 

of human spirit. Which does take place with all the love in the same heart of the 

perfect mother father, just not sexually –obviously. But is an interaction of a 

helpless child in the grips of a spiritual darkness attacking infiltrating and infecting 

its first wisdom of the absolute in Divinity. Given to self because in gods heart, 

with you in it- decided you are part of that same divinity who evil targets and 

‘’pedophiles’’ in ‘’the children’’ of our aspiration born. Form the spiritual 

copulation between the masculine and feminine elements of the spiritual divinity 

you are-birthed the aspiration with all the emotional content in the same purity 

as the early self ages zero to five years, in that new understanding-in the now as 

the adult. And in the same way that new understanding  jam packed with the 

excitement of that joy is the same child just leaning, and who god and the entirety 

of the god head ‘’sees as spiritual children’’ because nothing physical is in the 

spiritual heaven, in which we all hope to end up in ‘’after’’ the body, the living bio 



computer and spiritual conduit, full of tiny spiritual conduits that allows spiritual 

elements through, to live in the physical substance of the body, is dead. And 

when you sit in your own emotional depth and her wisdom, will show you how 

you are that child in the happy joy about to express itself s naturally as the young 

child did before itself became re programmed into another hearts thought 

produce processing the fear of self expression. Wanting as much as the early child 

in hearts thought, thinking of the expression of your hearts thought as the adult, 

is still the same spiritual or emotional thought and thinking process of expressing 

with words- the truth moving emotionally in the heart o self. So maybe then this 

is what Jesus meant by returning to the child, in that genuine hearts thought of 

the expression ‘’willing again’’ to self express any truth of the emotional self. And 

we are going to show you how to ‘’pull that off’’ so yu are never pulled away from 

your first wisdom ever gain if that is your intent.  

Which sounds easy doesn’t it? To speak that life out loud…sure, until you are 

stopped dead in your tracks by the fearing element of the second wisdoms power 

to separate self from that happy joy and communication with the life source 

speaking uniqueness of self to self, in the emotional experience. And then offer 

hopes language in the silent voice of self which includes the reasoning thought we 

look into to understand the emotional content, and in these ways are 

conversations between self and the life source. 

 Did I accuse the fake Talmudic/catholic god of being pedophilic? But what does 

spiritual pedophilia mean? It means two things for two separate circumstances, 

first is the fact that a physical pedophile must deceive the early child emotionally, 

plus a lot of other things to implement, so itself can then achieve its physical 

sexual goal, using the evil in the tools of spiritual removal from physical body, in 

the perception  element of the child. Those deceit manipulation tactics of human 

will removal is the first way in to the child from the pedophilic stand point is the 

removal of the child will to remain with its truth element emotionally, of the 

physical child’s ‘’spiritual children born’’ in masculine and feminine element of 

spirit, born in hearts thought, because those aspirations are the spiritual children 

the physical pedophile manipulates, to get at the physical child’s flesh, and his is 

not me labelling them spiritual children, this comes from the Dead Sea Scrolls.  



The spiritual pedophilia are those tools and tool box and formula ‘’of human will 

removal’’ ‘’utilizing’’ the tools tool box and formula of human will removal. 

Removing the emotional truth of the self ‘’from that idea’’ is the first separation. 

The second removal is then the removal of the human will to maintain the 

emotionally charged truth, when fearing the rejection of the self expression, 

needed to realize the full potential of the idea. Now born on the outside of self, 

through self expression, being then a spiritual womb in a way, in the expression 

itself but the real spiritual womb is in masculine thought, and I’ll show you how 

that is fact also. Which is what this evil in the second wisdom accomplishes in 

each of us, in early childhood and I’ll show you how that works to. The devil in 

scary monster form is a lie. The devil may be evil, but its evil is limited to spiritual 

pedophilia as lightly described here. And this evil monster has no other 

stronghold on self other than the same emotional strong holds the physical 

pedophile has on the physical child’s emotional structure- manipulating it, and 

exploiting its circumstance. I will show you this is real also. Doing so in the way of 

becoming then ‘’too afraid to self express’’ its idea birthed by a divinity from the 

original spiritual copulation between self, and the life source informing self of 

what the truth is, birthing that information from itself informing the self this way, 

of the truth itself. A good example of how the truth is forcibly removed by evils 

second wisdom in todays world in the environment {which our intent is not to piss 

you off but to know what predator is at the gate…} is to look at the second 

wisdom practice in the Canadian courtroom. So in the way they demand you obey 

the second wisdom in court, is them saying you will worship the wisdom of our 

god-since we demand you leave yours, and the truth at the same time when the 

second wisdom needs you to kill part or the whole of any the known truth, known 

to self. And when you speak truth in reality, you will revert back into the 

submission element of the second wisdom in the judge. When he demands you 

recognize the lie as truth when crossing the fake line that puts you on the fake 

water that changes the law into a fake law based on lies and its spiritual 

pedophilia that says ‘’obey my second wisdom’’ or this very bad thing will happen 

to you. Just like the old days when they threaten burning you alive for 

understanding your own god. Telling you that what they’re doing is evil so they 

just killed you when someone spoke from their truth the first wisdom of the good 



and its justice. You be come to afraid to use your truth and you remove your 

human will for truth, just like children do in the same grips of this emotional 

deceit I call the ‘’spiritual pedophilia’’ in deceit manipulation before the sex takes 

place between the adult wanting to sexualize a child. But in court and between 

two adults where one is dominating over the other, demanding to see things its 

own selfish way, is the same spiritual pedophilia and the same tools and formulae 

of human will removal, as any physical pedophile uses on the raw and emotionally 

programmable child needing that child removed from its oneness element in its 

emotional depth, and court demands you do this same thing because this is how 

the secondary wisdom communicates through the cunning deception of 

emotional manipulation, of human truth and trust leveraged by the fear of loss of 

something specific to the emotional need, and its physical safety element. All the 

while targeting self worth ‘’to lower it’’ just enough to develop and maintain the 

puppet puppeteer relationship dynamic between spiritual predator, and the 

emotional depth of the natural person in love with its god, in the first wisdoms 

knowledge base of intent making and path making ability.. and I will prove this to 

you. Because just like the child this person {in court} doesn’t have the choice to 

remain in the full bloom of truths emotional response system, in this living 

computer housing a spiritual god in  influence, in the first wisdom in each of us. 

When faced with the judge, jailer, cop, and system that target’s the hungry flesh 

of a child/person/self and sells drugs as a side gig. And when in complete 

submission like this, is exploitation of the child’s emotional structure infected 

with the second wisdom in that circumstance. Where the tools and formula is 

exactly the same working each of us, forcing the young natural higher self, into 

the lower form of self, in the self as the young child just learning through its new 

experience and programing itself emotionally to believe and trust itself, which 

requires the acknowledgment model of being parented. Or to continually feel 

rejected for its self expression, never learning then to trust and believe in its own 

inner self. But because of the rejection model of parenting, the child/self is not 

having its emotional, and physical, and then ‘’it’s spiritual needs met, in that 

rejection model of being parented. Not experiencing the acknowledgement 

model means this child grows into an adulthood without trust and belief in itself, 

and it is then its lower self dominating its true higher form of hearts thought 



processing first, the uniqueness of the inner self. And then attacks with intent the 

self worth level of the inner self, to then look into the self worth mirror, right 

before the expression of known truth in you. Which is something everybody does 

before speaking, we check our own self worth level to be sure we are worthy 

enough ‘’to ourselves’’ to share the inner self in some way with others before 

speaking and knowing this evil looks to separate us from the first step in 

knowledge recognition. We have all experienced this with loving/liking someone 

who might or might not share that feeling with you. We think of approaching and 

expressing heart felt words to that person, but checking the self worth mirror 

first, before the approach were i checked to determine ‘’my worth’’ in the eyes of 

the other person...  where I myself and many others were first defeated by the 

lowered state of self worth in ourselves. And no loving words were ever 

exchanged because I lost my human will to follow through on my heart felt depth. 

Now think of that seething in the court system who does not burn you alive 

anymore for wanting to remain in the worshiping of your own specific god, and 

who has the power to throw you in jail for refusing to leave your practice of 

worship after they say here is the lie you are forced to see as truth and follow that 

path making from an intent made to remove truth from truth from the human 

equation. Now think of your self worth mirror in your relationships, do you feel 

safe to express your inner heart felt depth? Is it safe to do such a thing with your 

significant other? When we look into the  wisdoms of the higher lower selves in 

each Canadian citizen, and look to see then where justice can be found 

emotionally and spiritually, you can see clearly how effective the second wisdoms 

implementations have destroyed our connection with the life source in every area 

of life, but only because one reason does this work, and continues to work. It is 

because self doesn’t know self and if self did, then that self would stand and say 

hey wtf? But we don’t because we are all emotionally separate and spiritually 

conquered by the division in  our to wisdoms producing opposite personas of the 

same person, because the second wisdom looks to change the meaning of truth 

into two different things. Through two different emotional experiences of the 

same exact truth experienced in the now,  you see? No? you don’t have to 

because this training produces automatic results of a conditioned balanced 

determined self left without now the unresolved pain being used this way by 



outside spiritual predators. You become pain free and fear free of any emotional 

fearing you use to do when left unresolved from early childhood programing from 

the rejection model. 

So you are required to know self quick, so you can be at the ready to remove 

infection, when he comes to ‘’remove’’ those dictating from their infection, which 

includes those who just don’t give a shit. And those who say no, what about this- 

that- and the other thing… or, I needed to do that, because of this- and this, 

because of that- in their endlessness in the justifications they were taught to use 

as tools, to undue accountability for themselves because the tv told them to. 

Removing themselves from what is natural at birth in the balanced determined 

self, born that way ready to be reasonable in taking in new information and apply 

a known balance to the newness of it all, which children do naturally when they 

feel safe. But after rejection and five years of emotional rejection, creates the two 

other personas developed in which there is only three types of persona’s 

developed, and being balanced is the first one. Who is then changed into either 

the selfishly determined self, or the pleasing determined self. Of which are 

persona elements of the lower self, and the second wisdom infection element 

directing those two personas, with its influence in emotional darkness to be 

applied to all new emotional birthing in the now, between the masculine and 

feminine element in self delivering the aspirational spiritual child. That needs to 

darken and deaden the emotional moment in that aspiration to keep it then 

feminine and never actualized through the masculine element of intellects logic. 

In order to install, like a computer program -one of those two personas in the 

moment of relating with another person. In order for itself then to be projected 

spiritually from the secondary human behavior, of which ‘’acts on hearts 

thought’’. The first human behavior is to choose the wisdom of either the higher 

or lower self, to calculate hearts thought with in the moment, after the birth of 

the new knowledge and its aspiration, to then birth the intent and projects 

spiritually the will of the inner emotional self, you see?  The second wisdoms 

algorithm is to come into that daughter element of the emotional self spiritually, 

to then develop the angry persons wisdom in early childhood and that’s it, until 

the first mistress wisdom can be communicated to the child from this second 



wisdom and its bio computer hacker piggybacking on the electromagnetic pulse in 

the earth and into our hearts. The mother god element, which is ‘’movement’’ as 

described in the Dead Sea Scrolls and labeled by us as ‘’intuition and gut feeling’’, 

because the tv told us to.  

Evil and the angry person’s wisdom.  

And then when darkened emotionally and split in half spiritually, know your 

goodness doesn’t come from our second wisdom, and your darkness and or evil 

doesn’t come from your goodness element, the first wisdom of the good.  

Because they have to exist as opposite and apposing wisdoms in order for one 

into be then chosen, you see? And now you understand duality of our wisdoms 

the place in fact that new knowledge is born from, since she is the spirits birthing 

element of wisdom. And the angry persons wisdom only a fake duplicate 

competing with her in us, for us in our intent making and our path making 

knowing they have to keep us in our feminine element to keep going in their 

planning. Looking into all the emotional truths of the higher self to determine the 

end result in the greater knowing of one thing, that’s wisdoms job to do isn’t it? 

And then it’s the second wisdoms job to kill this spiritual self off before speaking 

its happy joy out loud ‘’and be filled’’ by its commitment to remain with that 

emotional truth. Remembering the unsolved rejection and its the negative 

emotional energies of feeling humiliated and ridiculed and embarrassed for 

having the emotional truth in the first place defeats the self expression and we 

sink into the darkness of the emotional self and this second wisdom won that 

emotional moment, you see? And if you find the courage you need which is the 

exact same emotional courage needed by any adult survivor of early childhood 

sexual abuse then you will do fine because the emotional damage and emotional 

death is pretty much same thing since the sexual pedophile and the courtroom 

judge both use the same tools and tool box and formula of human will removal, 

and who both count on your self worth mirror ‘’to take you out’’ before the judge 

or physical pedophile ‘’has to itself’’ remove the human will from its own depth of 

emotional truth, in the first wisdom of self. As we both know already know there 

are others, some good some evil who does this same emotional deception 

application of removing from us from the life itself from our hearts, but those one 



are not the one needed here to explain to you what is up in you- and what is up in 

the empty spaces of the spiritual predators who feed off our emotional energies 

to get what they need from us. Truthful people, who gives a shit,  all god is 

looking for in terms of qualifying to be accepted into an infection free realm of 

existing with him, after the bio computer dies. Everything else is infection and in 

need then of a cure and Jesus brought the cure, so find your courage please, 

you’ll regret it i you don’t do it the easy way now. Which is something millions 

have done already without pain free result like this knowledge base promises you. 

So you can do it to with the promise of that and the self actualized self like you 

haven’t experienced yet. Or, continue to live in an environment of the kings and 

queen still making threats of emotional and physical extortion saying if you don’t, 

this very bad thing will happen to you. Have your children and yourselves targeted 

for addiction and have then you vote in these same evil intent making people 

time and time again wit an entire army of government workers trained in the 

policy making communicating that through their second wisdom  of human will 

removal and suite of few of you are in danger of not being kept on this earth 

when he comes to separate the good person from the evil and ungodly ones. Not 

as any kind of punishment because there is no punishment as you think there is, 

there is only experiential learning who some call a living hell to experience. But 

because the darkens infection left behind threatening to infect gods realm of 

perfect light you see? And like I said, this evil has no stronghold in any heart of the 

educated, balanced determined self, and is what we will show you how to achieve 

this mindset and its programming element that will keep your realignment ‘’tuned 

up’’ and allows you then to keep your innocence in its happy joy. But finding 

themselves just as worthless to find their own light anymore, because their 

feeding into our their own darkness at that age but having no choice but to follow 

this second wisdom in the self protection need, for the emotional being currently 

being traumatized in the opposite of what its heart needs. Which is 

acknowledgement and not the rejection instead, at that raw and emotionally 

programmable age. Placing then the self worth mirror into position where self 

now looks into each time before self expression,  to check for worthiness and 

then safety… Installed now as its emotional self protection behavior, igniting the 

animal instinct to fight or flee but for the human being is emotional fight or flee. 



And when faced by a pedophile as a four year old or in front of the spiritual 

pedophile as the adult pretending to be on the water {wtf} the in both moments 

of emotional decision making of which wisdom to be with then in this 

environment filled with spiritual an physicals pedophiles targeting all children 

they see, and the rest of all children in Canada, for addictions ‘’hunger purposes’’ 

as witnessed by the both of us growing up in the Canadian system of the 

monarchies rule over their subjects known in their religious belief as the goy, but 

what we see each other differently. But the thing is though we are under that 

type of rule over the Canadian population thinking they are here what protecting 

us? Helping us? Looking after us all? Caring for us? All of which we do expect from 

a decision making entity that leads an entire country of people yes?   Both the 

court and physical pedophile who use the same exact same tools and formula of 

human will removal so the second wisdom controls both people because the 

threat is so devastating to experience in fearing it that we gladly give in. 

 The pedophile of hearts thought process processing the birth of spiritual children 

about to be naturally expressed in words, but destroyed of that positive 

emotionally energy and replaced with the emotional looping of the three negative 

emotional energies to feel. Re lived in that emotional moment and in every 

emotional moment when you do not understand this stuff, and you do not know 

yourself the way you need to. And plus, you need to know what  your hunter 

looks like yes? Like I said we have two witnesses not just me. 

In which we know in our hearts as two of the most dangerous threats to our 

children with the other one targeting them for hunger machine status for their 

candy store variety of addictions for sale I mean alcohol weed pharmacy drugs 

cigarettes, all of which you do not accept from any drug dealer until the monarchy 

can make the end result money from this death generating machine both in 

physical body and spiritual heart of its victims left behind. Excuse me but what 

gives them permission to search out and find the drug dealer and his deadly 

muscling element only to then become the deadly if need be ‘’muscling element’’ 

for the drug dealer-hopefully it’s a gun and not a cell phone when they shoot you. 

Or hopefully you are not charged with a crime you didn’t commit and are put in 

jail for life, or a devastating amount of time for something you didn’t do. But they 



already burned you alive in your heart with the first wisdom and the truth when 

they told you to cross that line and join them ‘’in pretend land’’ that gives them 

the power to do that to us? Are you kidding me? In what world is that ok? And the 

root of this is learned in our emotional programing as children. Directed by 

unresolved and uneducated parents living in the same environment teaching us 

their emotional darkness and not their emotional light, because the light was 

robbed from them,  the same way it is from us, without them knowing it. That just 

adds up into to the distortions caused by the second wisdom, and this person is 

truly then emotionally deadened to the point of being  exploited by a puppeteer 

of human emotion. Who like the physical pedophile utilizes the tools and tool box 

and human will removal formula first, to receive the child’s permission, to then be 

labeled ‘’not’’ a rapist! Because not only is this offensive to the physical pedophile 

because rape isn’t in its heart while targeting the young person for sexual 

gratification, but is an insult to his heart who believes in its romantic relationship 

status, with a five year old that itself is doing nothing wrong because love is 

included. And as it turns out, the second wisdom in its unfolding as an algorithm 

opposite of the first, of itself in its genuine intent to utilize those same tools and 

tool box ‘’and formula’’ of human will removal -for the truth itself in the same 

government system with now different methods of implementing the fear of loss 

emotional programing to control the lot of us from ever entering and staying with 

our first wisdoms knowledge base of self. Use jail and addiction to control us 

instead of burning and torturing but the rules and policies are the same 

pedophilic dictatorship to obey second wisdom and not the first, ever or your 

going to get it! As to remove the first wisdom to then influence things of the 

darkened emotional state, and its hunger element left behind. Leavening behind 

then the removed human will for truth now, because of the emotional attacks 

rejection places onto the heart of the raw and emotionally programmable child. 

Who believes you in your light, and believes you in your darkness, believing its 

light through your deceptions of self rejection placed on the self of the parent. 

From the parent in its own distortions of rejections programming this adult 

brought with itself from its own early childhood you see? And then transferred 

that programing onto the next generation, not because the parent is mean or evil 

or anything like that, but because self does not know itself before heaving child. 



And this training will change that and you will become a professional parent when 

after personal development training is finished with here ‘’practiced’’ for a little 

while before becoming then completely filled again. Not ever needing anything 

from anyone in having then every single emotional need met, from that spiritual 

influence the life source calls the Pleroma’s spiritual fullness element. .But until 

then, we are all stuck in leaving self in self protective state of emotional being, 

now stuck in an amplified fear effect of the emotional truth of the living, higher, 

natural god self we are born as. Making it then unnatural fear to feel and if that’s 

not deception then I don’t know what is. Drains self of the need meeting fullness 

element we receive from the life source when aligned normally, and obeying the 

life itself, in the life source explaining truth and emotional truth to the inner self, 

heard in the silent voice, who we speak with in the same silence in hearts 

thought. And who self, and the selves of almost all people decided long ago, 

where itself wanted ‘’to end up’’ after the death of this living computer/body, 

acting as a physical conduit for spirit to enter it, dies and spirit goes back to the 

heaven in your heart. And the seed, who carries then our own feminine element 

back to the god who loaned us the seed, to see if the self had graduated and 

evolved spiritually. Which was the way we thought it was going be like, when the 

body does dies. But little did we know what was truly happening in the middle 

place, acting as what we thought was some kind of weigh station. Waiting to be 

evaluated by god in terms of knowing the goodness or the evil that comes out the 

person in everyday life, communicating our lost and angry and unresolved 

emotional structures with each other, even in our closest and most trusted 

relationships do we stand on guard all the time. In the animalistic element of self 

protection mechanisms set off when the emotional human being thinks of self 

expression.  And when a human being does not hear its own self expression, itself 

does not learn grow and evolve the way human beings need to,  when we do 

speak out loud to hear ourselves and learn from that experience, in and of itself. 

But taking then that persona made into the relationship to create the chaos or the 

peace in that relationship. Depending on which of the two wisdoms now 

dominates the self and other person, because the evil does not come from the 

knowing of good, and the good is not rooted in the evil.  But because of the first 

wisdom we can take that evil and create the good from it, in our rebirthing ability. 



To which is the target and reason why we are being hacked like as described in 

our living computers, ‘’to get at that rebirthing element’’. Because all they, the 

committed evil can be, is a thought process that mirrors a computers algorithm, 

because they do not have this goodness element in them, and they do not have 

the re birthing ability either. And without that goodness element in them there is 

no wisdom birthing its knowledge in them, so they want ours. And have to go to 

some pretty amazing, but amazingly horrifically evil methods of achieving our first 

wisdoms rebirthing ability. When the second wisdom effects are finished working 

the emotional response into its emotional death, and emotional suppression -

then this self drains itself of that need meeting fullness element, that meets the 

emotional need on its own but with it gone, leaving then behind only the longing 

for it to return, after it has drained out of us as intended by the second wisdoms 

domination plan, evil has for each child. Ages zero to five years old, the emotional 

programing years of belief and trust establishment in the inner self of the child. 

The brandnewness to everything around itself in its environment, and everything 

then a natural emotional expression bursting through the happy joy of the child’s 

innocence, in that discovery, outside itself igniting the spiritual element of 

oneness, with the life source  by itself. To react too emotionally and internally, 

when experiencing externally, with the emotional structure of someone else, in 

their uniqueness element of themselves. And adds that new knowledge to the 

knowledge base of self, in those first years of emotional programming in the 

experiences with its environment, but first within its experiences with its parents, 

who this child runs to, to then make that expression. Expressing that burst of 

emotional energy who most see and feel as the beautiful spiritual innocence of 

the early child. 

The educated and emotionally stable parent will acknowledge that expression for 

its emotional content, and be just as excited in the child’s new learning as the 

child is for itself in a celebration of self discovery and the discovery of new things 

to explore in its environment.  Because this is the true beauty of human spirit, to 

be able to detect human beauty itself yes? Because otherwise, we would not be 

alive in our rebirthing element, but relating to computer like algorithms of 

predictability and not of life, which is not predictable. This evil needs the self then 



to continue to be drained of its fullness element, which is incredibly difficult to 

pull off, but ‘’they did’’ in fact pull this off, in each one of us with the help of those 

trained and those who know, but choose the second wisdom as their god and 

their god worship, which worships definition is that which self sits in silence with 

all day long to relate with, as its truth- this is worshiping someone.  The evil spirt 

influence who does in fact influence the lower self wisdom, and influence those 

who love their second wisdom better than their first. And now we all have been 

left in place internally not feeling the fullness element anymore, and longing for 

its return. Turning quickly then into ‘’a hunger’’ for its return. Enabling then the 

need to distract self from its unresolved state, this self now is looking for the 

means of that distraction that leads human beings into addictions to physical 

substances. Which most are psycho active substances and deadly for a lot of 

people, and devastating for the ones who survive that disease element on this 

earth. But addiction does not limit itself to the psycho active substance when sex 

is used, and food is used as the distraction element of the emotionally spiritual 

self. Trying to distract itself from its unresolved emotional state derived from the 

parenting that rejected the child self expression, of which drained self of its 

fullness element. And now is searching for an emotional distraction from that 

unresolved state in being.  Who the self at that that age emits then a different 

vibration in the electromagnetic pulse from its heart, in which the evil spirt looks 

for ‘’to invite itself in’’ with that stream of physical but invisible energy, of 

electromagnetic pulse. Which originates in the earth, traveling directly into the 

human heart of the exact same frequency, offering then the spirit of life to the 

inner self of knowing truth, and feeing truth to react to….in the cognitive 

elements of self, for which there is three also. In the first three feminine element 

of birthing and rebirthing ability of one truth to recognize acknowledge and react 

to. The child takes its three feminine elements to its parents, who does not know 

the first two are there in the first place ‘’to serve’’ the last feminine element of 

the human being, in the early self. Who is the feminine elements of human spirit 

of birthing and rebirthing ability, because of the stolen seed {thank god for 

thieves} kidding but without the thief there would be no secondary human, and 

no visit from Jesus.} ‘’that conduits’’ the spirit of life to enter human being and be 

its truth element with an emotional response system of understanding and 



feeling then, that new truth. You will see clearly again and I swear to god the 

blindness thing in the bible was symbolic description of helping to see spiritually 

in our ‘’hearts mind’’, and in through our emotional heart. But I also know that 

people when aligned, have the power to heal physically like that, because they 

found a way to access their pulse and work with it, to do goodness with it. Its 

true, the you tube told me so. And plus did you know there is a cure for cancer 

who mr spiritual scientist discovered that ‘’sound frequency kills cancer cells’’ and 

cancer now curable…did you now that? No you didn’t because like drugs and 

misery cancer is as profitable, selling false hope to patients that sound itself 

destroys in about ten seconds.This is a direction to speak just like everything else 

is for your human will to choose from, in your human will.  And what they will use 

to defeat you again…and again and again and again having the same thing happen 

in the same way but through different ways of behavioral implementation of 

controlling and then defeating ones own human will for its emotional truth, of 

itself.  Domination over its people, using fear and violence to extort spirit and we 

do this to ourselves -this programing is that effective to take with us a mainframe 

programing we get in early childhood.  And since they can no longer tell parents 

to sacrifice the child in old ways, then at least your child does not get sexually 

assaulted and then tossed onto the burning red hot statue of their god. But if they 

didn’t then that was labeled to, enabled then the punishment of burning to death 

as punishment for blasphemy. Masculinize your feminine element and establish 

the skillful emotional management of the balanced determined self, because this 

is what the god of the good ‘’needs from you’’ to do, in order ‘’to be received by 

him’’. To be rescued from the middle place because the middle place is not 

represented by those who love their first wisdom there. It is a place where we all 

end up to be then evaluated for what we know, and if we know ‘’or not’’ a very 

few, specific things then….and if you do, then  those cowards turn tail and run 

away from you. Because they know god is coming to rescue you from the ones 

claiming to be god. But needs electronics to make the influence accessible to 

istelf, in self, to have self then believe its new wisdom that begins in emotional 

deadening. That then needs emotional self to continue to believe self is still with 

its first wisdom, of the normal self worth level, as this evil hijacks the truth 

element, while having this wisdom infect the first. To make look like then the 



emotional darkness in self ‘’is truth’’ when it is not truth ‘’at all’’ to believe of the 

inner self. And we will prove that to you, proving then natural self worth 

comparable to gods self worth level, which is simply a normal level self worth 

level. But that which life itself is derived from because no one lives in hearts 

thought with deadened emotional structure, it just doesn’t work like that 

algorithmically. And speaking of computer like algorithmic state of our emotional 

dualities, creating then our spiritual duality since it is from us emotionally, do we 

feel each others  impact on ourselves, yes? In good vibration or in the negative 

emotional energies caused by a duality element that makes self question the 

other persons words of intent making, which then movement speaks to self of 

that questioning. In the silence and silent voice of silence herself, who is the 

feminine element of the Omni present god in that seed, giving us ‘’the truth 

element of awareness’’ and its emotional response. Giving to the electromagnetic 

pulse that delivers it, then accessing the physical heart for translation purpose. 

The emotional translation in after emotional response to the new experience in 

the right now,  allows self to know its future path making of its intent. About to be 

birthed as the result of learning something new about self, in that communication 

element between self and the life source. In the silence of hearts thought in our 

first wisdom, another birthing element in the seed. So that’s two out of three 

feminine elements ‘’in this stolen seed’’ left to be though ‘’on loan’’ to each of us, 

to see who will want to become the children of the first wisdom of truth in 

themselves, and have nothing to do with the pedophilic second wisdom. And I say 

pedophilic because I will soon show you how its need and every intent itself 

makes in us, to then influence and maneuver the emotional darkness in ourselves 

for specific result, is a pedophilic as any physical pedophile is who must first 

disarm the child emotionally from its own root in truth. Draining us of our fullness 

element of emotional need meeting capacity, as explained already. but so the self 

and the second wisdom can then do the voodoo this evil does so well, while 

manipulating the exploitation itself, in the  hacking our living computers. And we 

are not talking about the obvious evil, but the hidden evil that has almost killed 

this world, but did in fact deadened the inhabitants of this world first to allow it 

otherwise of course we wouldn’t have allowed  anything devastating. Possessed 

now  with ‘’the second wisdom of the lower self, to sit and think through its 



emotional moment fueled though through low self worth. Without the person 

knowing in childhood and now evil intent  goes to work for the next five years to 

destroy the connection between self and life source to create specifically ‘’the 

hunger element to think from… instead of fullness in each of us to think in ters of. 

Which is its only goal intently –who others then take that lead and do there own 

bidding, but taking from the lowered self in what fills the empty spaces, left in the 

agony of that emptiness people then justify doing harm from their second 

wisdom. Because of this and that and so many other things that gets the person 

to act in that darkness. Who do you think you are asking if not your own silence of 

truth for permission to disqualify a truth or a thin sliver of it? Speaking back to 

you telling you, telling you not to act in any shade of the darkness of self.  People 

think it is themselves but it’s not, it’s the mother god and mothering god 

influence there as another form of the inner self. And also as physician, which is 

also very cool since she has the power ‘’to disappear’’ the negative emotional 

energies, and chase them away like they didn’t exist in the first place, she just 

needs help to do so. The negative emotional energy derived and generated from 

the lowered self worth level is a feeling we take with us, all day long, but have to 

remember all that stuff in the morning to renew the emotional death the next 

day, other than that we go automatically back to what is natural truth and inner 

peace in ourselves.  Since we forgot for a second the original wisdoms input is 

constantly at work working to produce the awareness in truth of the emotional 

self, and is not  clouded in that moment. But births the knowing of what she sees 

as general emotional knowing in self, of self to then produce the knowledge of 

that accumulated truth learned in new experience throughout life. Now a 

knowledge base of self our first wisdom looks into, that confusing mess to 

determine reality from fantasy. And to act and work in reaction to its knowledge 

in the emotional moment, since It is the moment that means anything. Because it 

is this moment memory looks to –to then use ‘’forethought’’ to see into ‘’an 

assumed’’ future, of what that experience might turn into. And from thinking in 

silence with wisdom like this, the self determines cognitively what self is 

emotionally, in its value in worth. To act accordingly with the hearts thought 

fueled by life in its hope and faith, we do feed from this seed. Which in the now, is 

the moment…. ‘’important moment’’ for each wisdom because each wisdom 



knows how your automatic algorithm works in the moment to establish the 

memory in the first place, for wisdom to evaluate from -you see? And guess who 

these three birthing elements of the spiritual self  relate with? Go  ahead 

guess…..it is in with the three masculine elements of the human being, married to 

the three feminine elements of human being. In the intellectual logic that shines a 

light on the emotional truth of the self, who then with the last masculine element 

of intent making, understanding the emotional truth in the moment and what it 

means, this self acts on the now spiritual male child. Who took its feminine 

element and masculinized its own feminine element by applying the skill set and 

awareness element in itself as ‘’the balance determined self’ in that intent to act. 

Which to masculinize the feminine element of self is what Jesus meant in secret 

saying one hindered fourteen, which means to know self and develop the 

balanced determined self, and act and project the spiritual nature of the balanced 

determine self, that’s all. Then your in.  

Ensuring the action itself does not violate anyone else’s truth because the wisdom 

of empathy in the heart speaks this to us ‘’all day long’’ until we embrace its 

intent making or completely rejects it. Being then what some people have termed 

me to be, which is an asshole. In my secondary persona making in its root is a self 

protection behavior I needed back then, to stabilize what the second wisdom 

continued to destabilize. Which is what it does to all of us in the same way, and I 

challenge anyone to explain a better logic than ours. This emotional 

understanding of self now in daughter form, is what the evil ‘’comes into’’ to 

corrupt in order to deadened the self emotionally. And switch wisdoms without 

self suspecting anything because the young child believes the low self worth level. 

And brings this into its adulthood. And have self then feed from hunger, not 

maintaining the emotional work needed to maintain fullness. The emotional self 

isn’t now getting its needs met and fullness is slowly draining from us in childhood 

after feeling rejection enough times. The spiritual seed, housing two birthing 

elements of knowledge, serving the last feminine element of the self, with those 

two things or emotional truth and the wisdom to understand the emotional depth 

in self in  its own rebirthing element only gods get, and the reason for the hacking 

itself because an intelligent being wanted it without permission to take it. And 



when we engage in our first wisdom, then we get to keep it for ourselves and 

become a birthing element, and not its lower level of rebirthing element, we have 

now but still is an incredible thing and gift to receive. Who aliens all over the 

universe envy us having, and cant believe we get a birthing element itself {if it is 

earned} because such a thing is unheard of.  When self knows self and then 

engaged in with a another person who if the two of you are in oneness state in 

themselves, then the relationship is as balanced, in oneness state spiritually, 

together. Believing the same truths and trusting each other because self is with 

truth in itself-so is it truth itself, or the trust element that bonds two together in 

one trust in spirits heart? {feeling safe, with feeling safe in trusting another 

person} so in no other way an anything else then be the holy spirit other than 

trust because of its invisible and non physical ability to join two physicals as one 

hearts thought of trust. In this beginning of that new discovery of self, in self 

expression of that spiritual light now translated through the living computer, the 

body is. And normally expressed through human will to be with, and speak from, 

its own emotional wisdoms ‘’of the inner emotional self’’. And when self feels 

strong in feeling that oneness element again, this self can willingly input its own 

wisdom, without fear rejection at all. And feeling the strength from her is just 

continual strength birthed and strength building, once you understand a few 

things and apply then as directed, then you to will find and rediscover your 

oneness element again. And have all emotional needs met by fullness because 

that’s the way it suppose to work. Jesus’s ‘’second coming’’ in the first part, 

explains all that was said in is first appearance, who all along after either his 

death, was the Christ consciousness speaking to people back then-which they 

wrote down. And now in our Christ consciousness, which is ‘’very simply’’ our 

intellectual wisdom, that does find a light in logic that gives the answer self is 

looking for. To then complete itself emotionally in that moment, and in every 

moment. But that knowledge base has been so successfully supressed by the 

media, and committed liars ‘’of influence’’. Claiming to be with truth and other 

first wisdoms ‘’sister wisdoms’’, caring for you, but really in their hidden agendas 

are targeting something ‘’to take from you’’. Which hurts a great deal to 

understand later doesn’t it, to know the love implied in a trust developed was 

later to be found a trick, and lie and betrayal of that trust…? The other one 



claiming to be a god, wants our emotional death. He wants you continually 

feminized/emotional and angry, left without resolve or ability to resolve 

emotionally…and incomplete of the balanced determined self. So you will finish 

off the experience with the emotional response of incompleteness in self, in the 

selfishly determined and pleasing determined lifestyle of the second wisdom 

persona making qualities of itself. The balanced determined self teaches you to 

masculine the feminine element of self and keep your spiritual children whole and 

what is meant in his final secret saying to masculinize his feminine element so she 

isn’t the one speaking from his unresolved heart, you see? It’s what his friends got 

mad at him for, and what we get mad at ourselves for, and who we ourselves 

don’t feel good about acting in our feminine element/emotional self alone, 

without balance because it’s just embarrassing when your heart isn’t turned evil. 

When you are committed evil ten hurting others is fun and enjoyable, but even 

those ones if they do their own about face is allowed to cleanse themselves and 

be accepted also. When the feminine element isn’t yet masculinized, and self acts 

in the second wisdom without thinking-in the ‘’one up man ship’’ competition 

with each other because the tv told you how to be your own uniqueness, and 

what to do with it. The self acts on its angary persons wisdom, acts, hurts and 

leaves the other person feeling like itself won the competition. Leaving the other 

one to feel a lowered sense of self worth or the other way around because when 

competing with each other, as seen on tv the competition itself is to see who 

lowers each others self worth level, and the one who lowers it the most, wins that 

competition. And evaluate in memory of the emotional impacts birthed after the 

fact, which always happens. To see where self can improve in its unresolved anger 

generating these thins but this is a trick to keep is all turned and not trusting each 

other. Needing the need to be met with the masculinization of the emotional self 

in daughter element, but knowing a different way of communicating, knowing 

now to take its emotional self and establish the balanced determination in its end 

result of acting on a ‘’hearts thought’’. In which we will teach some very basic 

communication skills to practice the new you with when after you realize the end 

result of the self healing and self actualization meditations. That removes 

unresolved emotional pain and its programming completely away from you, who 

then the mother god ‘’and physician’’ helps to heal the damaged heart. The self 



then becomes without an emotional knowledge base, and has to then reprogram 

the hearts core belief in self protection behavior because that is gone as well. But 

don’t get me wrong, you still are in control except its real control without anyone 

now deceiving you, and getting away with it because when your know this stuff 

and know self as the result, then you become that awareness element itself. In a 

purity form of a spiritual awareness element made by god and given to the 

uniqueness element of self, who still has to discover the true power in a thing 

from god like that. Don’t you think it would hold a certain type of power your not 

yet aware of? {Let your low self worth try to fight that logic} because that’s what 

it is, one wisdoms knowing in self worth establishment vs the other wisdoms 

knowing in the deconstruction of the self worth level. Lowering it, but raising it to 

in a falsified and justified way to produce the opposite wisdom. Offering the 

opposite of truth, which is the first thoughts replacement, which is the lie. Our 

first thought fights now with the second wisdoms ability to lower your self worth 

level, not to ever believe in a possibility, never in fact, but even ‘’in possibility’’ 

because that power has the power to make you feel unworthy of anything, in the 

end result. Whereas the first wisdom is opposite effect of that when human will is 

re aligned and the person lives in its hearts thought processing the knowledge of 

self ‘’in heathy balanced heart of continual fullness’’ when you know how to do 

that….knowing now to determine truth from lies like a walking lie detector, which 

is so complexly brilliant to know how to do, now can becomes an everyday 

proactive lifestyle finally with itself and its life source without any interference, 

for those who take this training in learning the human algorithm of a duality. A 

duality in the source of knowledge itself, opposite and apposing each other, but 

how to work it- to feel spiritual life, instead of killing spiritual life. By re-solving 

unevolved emotional self as directed ‘’resurrecting’’ then that spiritual self. This is 

what Jesus brought didn’t he, showing us how to do exactly that?-well here it is in 

todays speech and speech pattern, minus hopefully my anger and its dark 

feminine shit that has no place here. What is left though is a clean emotional 

slate, having self then ready to create new emotional experiences in that newness 

quality of itself, now alive in its heart when following precisely this method of 

‘’killing spiritual death’’. {HA!} And reviving spiritual life, by resurrecting the 

emotional structure of self, in the now, while physical. The resurrection is the 



reinstatement of our emotional applications of ourselves, applied to our lives, as 

parts of ourselves….in the things we do in the moment right after calculating 

hearts thought to formulate behavior from one of the two wisdoms, now cleared 

of hearts debris of unresolved emotional turmoil, chaos and hoping for a 

moments peace then, was out of the question. Evil uses unresolved emotional self 

before as the tool of draining our natural fullness element, by attacking each of 

the elements of human spirit to specifically separate them internally, as the focus 

on one at a time now.  

And don’t get me wrong sometimes we have to use the animal instinct to be safe 

–its just now you get to keep your happy joy and re build a self worth level and 

self worth mirror to look into now. Where no need to replace first thought with 

the lie exists in you, do keep reading stupid, if you get it don’t worry. I my self am 

more stupider than you. And I have the proof to back it up, and still, ‘’I got it’’ and 

made me then ‘’un stupid’’ because of only one thing. I am no longer ‘’willfully 

ignorant’’ in which reduces a person ‘’into stupid’’ eventually, when not in control 

of its own hearts thought because fear of self expression is its root. This is a good 

description of the puppet puppeteer relationship dynamic and evil’s end result to 

have self deny that truths reality exists but taking a thin sliver of it, and claiming it 

then to be the totality of truths knowledge to be accountable for. But what is the 

root of fearing self expression? in its roots root, in its truest form? other than 

what happens when evil enters the child and begins to reprogram the raw and 

emotionally programmable child from its natural state, in a spiritual oneness 

element with its own life source? Helping to develop the absolute gift of 

uniqueness itself gave to this chid/self who will develop belief of itself, in that 

wisdom. Programming then its moment ‘’in the emotional right now’’ which is its 

goal, and it is its birthing element yes? This is life and how life works so then we 

know how to do it without going stupid or I mean ‘’willfully ignorant’’ then we get 

our apprenticeship papers in becoming the qualification in some way, to achieve a 

birthing element. And guess what that is –its a godship, can you believe that? If 

that is what you want, when after becoming a graduate of every level of heaven 

set out for the secondary human. Who had a stolen spiritual seed from god inside 

itself, and no one can take that away from us, except those who learned how to 



hack the living computer externally and internally, in the electromagnetic pulse in 

the earth. And the exteriorly, of those who with a specific intent made to dis arm 

human will from itself, while lying cheating and deceiving, them and the tv which 

is a professional human will removal tool. Then there is a set of tools and tool box 

and formula of human will removal that works ‘’to disappear’’ the uniqueness 

element of the self, from the self, and of the emotional self, of which sustains self, 

my god what a mess. And now what we know our five loaves of bread in labelling 

the five elements of spiritual influence, influenced by the god whose strength it is 

to implement that energy into the person, to give that person spiritual life but 

understood through physical conduit. The knowledge of good and evil people like 

me would have expected to be written in a book but it is not. The knowledge of 

good and evil is internal in each of the two wisdoms, with one birthing the 

knowledge of the good, and the other there ‘’to kill that life off’’ in the happy joy 

left over, when after the first five years of programming the self, in the negative 

emotional energies. That produces from the second wisdom the intent to do 

harmful things, and evil things to others, when self feels threatened in some way. 

The knowledge of the good. 

Movement/gut feeling/intuition in truth is named Barbello, the name of mother 

god speaking truth and things of truth in silent voice. Silent counsel is ‘’the hope’’ 

we feel when truth is troubling or not yet understood. Inside the seed is thought 

and thought process because what good is knowing truth, left without a thought 

process to understand it? First thought is the first thought of awareness in the 

experience, in which then the emotional response is born to feel that spiritual life 

internally, since the physical emotional response system is spirits conduit that 

allows entrance into the soul, to give that soul spirit. Forethought is the automatic 

assumption making department of thought process, where wisdom from the seed 

then interacts with intellects male version of itself. So as wisdom and intellect 

search for the right assumption, looking for what is reality this way, is the 

masculine and feminine element of the self birthing soon then the spiritual child 

of intent making. Who the son of god is helping us with that energy of our own 

intellectual wisdom, the Christ consciousness, loaning that power of observation 

to the inner self,from himself. Placed into us as part of our life source, sourcing 



self the gift of knowing truth and emotional response, with the wisdom to 

understand the emotional depth of such an experience. Where now wisdom takes 

what intellect found, and in an afterthought born from observing the 

accumulated knowledge base in self, compares that to the circumstances 

experience in the now.  Felt and analyzed, the wisdom then births the knowing 

labeled as the daughter in your bibles-in the afterthought of wisdoms birth of a 

greater emotional knowing to add then to intellects light searching ability for the 

logic that concludes understanding and completes self emotionally. It is the 

afterthought that will ignite the action of success in the goal made from that 

birthing in new emotional understanding, inside self from each new experience. 

The form in planning logically of what to do with our emotional content, when 

finished and self acts in that light, then this is now known as the son of the 

masculine and feminine elements in self, after skillfully masculinizing the 

emotional content and emotional beliefs, confirming the unconfirmed 

assumption, before acting-in the light of logics idea of knowing birthed. And in 

this way the prenatal team birthing children spiritually can raise their children into 

the emotional maturity, in the calm peaceful quiet in heart as the balanced 

determined self. Making sure this self does not act in a darkness of the emotional 

self that will then infect the spiritual soul. And have to then to cleanse self all over 

again.  

The name of the Omni present god in masculine element is unknown, but is think 

it is Owm. The name of the masculine element of intellect I’m not sure, is it Jesus? 

And no it is not one of the two sons of the Anunaki, they are as physical and as 

intelligent as you or I. There were two sons of god born. And one of them the 

incomplete one, was the one who thought of the secondary human and in the 

hearts thought of a god, the physical is created, it is the power of a god to do such 

a thing, isn’t it? And it was the incomplete one who lied to those beings to make 

the secondary human explaining he was giving them the genetic knowledge in 

that moment to serve them, but really was one big trick to produce humans 

different from the first, worshiping Omni present god.  As to worship this 

incomplete god as the only god, and when he was finished with the Anunaki, he 

tossed them out like yesterdays trash in his incompleteness. The whole thing is 



finished and the wars, the conflicts and hostilities towards each other are all gone 

now, because evil was defeated. But they still have the strong hold in our 

government direction- and there is no question now as to who is in charge of the 

universe in todays world, just as there is no question which colour of spirit is 

control of the worlds politics. It is light that won all wars in beings who fought 

those wars, for universal supremacy. And now once again rules the universe with 

the only worshiping done is when they think terms of truth all day long, which is 

the behavior itself of worshiping. When the one thing is thought through to an 

end result, multiple times in hearts thought process, then that is the true reality 

of worship don’t feel guilty it no guilt trip when you heal yourself of the 

unresolved then you will see how you were never in control of your own thought 

and thought process not ever since the age of five. vAnd when all said and 

finished this self still aligned and without distortion now is adding its knowledge 

found to the knowledge base of self, with a healthy sense of self worth.  A bright 

and shinny and happy self worth mirror to look into then, when in hearts thought 

of self expression. Of the inner most emotional truth of the self, in depth and 

relating to its own depth again of its emotional self, in the final element of logic 

that concludes the knowledge sought. And completes self emotionally when then 

the life source fills self with that need meeting sense of fullness, from the 

Pleroma. The self feels whole and complete and emotionally sound. This person 

experiences its moment in the happy joy almost all day long. And when itself is 

not with that happy joy, then itself is no longer feeling the negative emotional 

energies and what replaces it is subject then to the belief system of your own 

uniqueness.  

The knowledge of evil.  

The lower self, secondary infection wisdom operated by the ego, dark feminine, 

mistress wisdom, fear, fear of loss image communication, emptiness and 

addiction, to self protection behavior and physical substance.  

The knowledge of evil in hearts thought comes after the rejection model of 

parenting the child in the second wisdom, from within the self of the parent. That 

first destroys the emotional moment in that rejection of movements 



communication to self of the chid. Lowers the self worth level for the first time 

becoming then an abrupt and impactful spiritual and emotional trauma to feel for 

genuine purity to experience for the first time. And because it is trauma to feel in 

your depth of the emotional core, then this is something the young self then 

decides itself wants ‘’no more’’ of it coming, itself ‘’sees coming’’ in its now 

infected forethought ability. Now seeing into an assumed future of ‘’more 

rejection and pain coming’’ in just the thought now of natural self expression of 

its emotional truth, now programming itself to expect it. Igniting the amplified 

effect of an over amped fearing. Now with sub conscious confused as to what is 

needed to help self in the moment, and since this child is continually afraid of 

rejection then the sub conscious will bring into the now any fear in reserve to 

harness the thought of the self protection behavior, to use to defend its flesh 

from being eaten I mean, defend its hearts from dyeing inside because parents 

are unresolved and un educated. So the self then reacts in the panic in this 

experience of realizing the self is so completely alone in the way its heart thinks 

and feels, as compared to the emotional description of the emotional observation 

of the child’s emotional self. When self realizes rejection is coming from the only 

gods the child knows- who are its parents. This is registered in the 

electromagnetic pulse in the earth, who evil detects but cant detect the positive 

emotional energies, and does not even see us when in the happy joy element of 

our human innocence. And then darkens the self worth mirror when we look into 

after being parented like that. We look into that mirror and decide that what 

looks back is still as unworthy as the first time evil described unworthiness to the 

inner young self, pitting you against your own life source by lying to the young 

innocence in self-who is  the child/the self/you/me at that vulnerable age. In 

trusting everything naturally because that’s what purity does in its end result for 

the human being, it allows life to then be lived without interference. Who the god 

of truth and the first wisdom didn’t know would happen in its end result, because 

he does not know what the self of anyone does with the truth in itself, otherwise 

it wouldn’t be human will at all driving the bus. The child believes now its lowered 

self worth level, believes it, and becomes emotionally deadened to the point of 

developing the puppet puppeteer relationship dynamic, between now the lower 

self dominance in self, of the natural higher self you were born as, which is the 



inner self reating to two different wisdoms one explaining the worthiness of self. 

And the other one trying to convince you, you must be worthless because they 

rejected your expression ‘’therefore then’’ {in afterthought} the self of the early 

self determines itself is unworthy. But tis not any part of the self speaking to self 

it is an outside influence who learned how to hack the living computer and 

assume the emotional death of self.  And the newly established lower self, 

infiltrated this way who now the two wisdoms are appearing to be fighting with 

each other internally, but that’s not the life source arguing with anyone. The life 

source speaks in silence of life, that has nothing to do with the chaos in hearts 

thought, with  the knowledge of evil in the second wisdom, who creates by itself 

and on its own, to then the opposite of our natural happy joy born from 

innocence, with its weight in leveraging the child’s fear. With the knowing of 

potentially, of what ‘’might be’’ and what ‘’can be lost’’, if self were to speak from 

its genuine emotional truth again. Knowing this might be a child rejected and 

neglected, and if it is, this evil in its second wisdom then ‘’comes into the 

daughter element of the inner emotional self’’. To then distort and confuse self 

with this first infection of hearts thought with its darkening agent, and darkening 

intent. Which is its only intent at that time because it depends on the child’s 

strengths and weaknesses, that allows entry, even at that point. Here, evil then 

has to test the waters in the self, to see if that inner emotional strength exists, 

and if it does then evil keeps looking for its invitation pulse coming from the 

hearts of each one of us.This introduction in evil is played out identically for each 

one of us in the introduction of this evil appearing though ‘’as a savior’’ to the 

young, emotionally raw, and programmable emotional state. This second wisdom 

says to its host hoping the host will accept its wisdom, says ‘’look’’, they rejected 

your words of the emotional self. So then ‘’therefore’’ {darkening the first 

wisdom} they must find your feelings ‘’then’’ unworthy of acknowledgement.  

{Calculating hearts thought with now a darkened feminine element from its 

natural and genuine purity.} And if that’s the case then ‘’you must then therefore 

be as unworthy’’ {the formulation of the concluded thought in afterthoughts 

department of thought process, but now is a dark feminine element speaking  

these things, and no longer the sacred feminine element of life speaking these 

things-but took life to say from those things of life you see? Where the self of the 



little boy or the self of the little girl then runs to their parents for 

acknowledgment and emotional safety, but gets the opposite from its possessed 

parents infected with the deadening effect of the second wisdom in themselves. 

Who did not turn evil and is thinking itself is doing a good job in directing the 

child, but in reality is enabling the duality themselves because the tv told them to 

in the way it showed you ho to treat the child when watching tv as a child. And no 

person should ever think of having children while spiritually diseased with a 

second wisdom and filled with the mistress wisdom of hate greed and all the 

pedophilia you have to do to achieve those things for yourself. That causes other 

spiritual diseases of the mind, like cognitive dissidence and addiction, the two 

main ingredients for separation and spiritual division. Of working with the same 

truth in two different ways, opposite each other, leaving self to choose one of its 

path making wisdoms, and follows its lead because now you know why and how. 

But if two people who know themselves have child together, who knows the 

knowledge base of the keys of knowledge knowing then to know itself first before 

having a child, then evil will be destroyed before it has the opportunity to see a 

distortion coming from you.  Now working the child’s experience of feeling 

rejected producing the feeling of humiliation and embarrassment and feeling then 

ridiculed, and uses these three negative emotional energies as emotional self to 

feel when in hearts thought of genuine self expression in every waking moment it 

can. Coming back each time in this emotional loop of emotional awareness to 

focus on in the unresolved state, when emotional in the now forming now the 

dark feminine of fearing the emotional self. And from this moment on the self 

looses a little bit of its fullness element each time this happens, which is every 

single time the child feels and wants to express, but is stopped by an electronic 

signal, and not stopped by life. To turn it into an emotional darkness, then who 

itself in our ego says, ‘’look’’, its better then to lie of how your feeling so they do 

not know when to reject you, and you’ll never feel that pain again. In this way we 

accept this emotional darkening tool from evil, while thinking the knowing is 

there to save self from emotional pain coming, with the warning the emotional 

pain is coming. So keep lying and you will be safe. This we all hear at that age in 

egos voice but after a while slowly changes into the child’s own tone, leaving it 

then undistinguishable to the self, of the self of each child now believing in one 



voice from the ego, who now we think is ourselves at that age. Speaking the 

negative self talk that maintains the lowered self worth level, but now its self 

doing this to self, because we are programmed by this evil to self destruct, and 

this is what the first self destruction looks like. God thank you Jesus for showing 

us this because all along I thought I was in the right and every one else wrong, but 

now I know it was distortion claiming to be reality. The ego is the masculine 

element of his dark feminine element of fear and fearing loss as its 

communication element to the inner self in that influence in spiritual death, 

working in opposite of spiritual life-it is the evil spirit 

influence/devil/Satan/dragon/viper/spiritual pedophile, and its power is limited 

to erasing self worth and have the self question itself in allow self worth level 

leaving behind an emotional wreck not knowing how  deal with it. 

 This is how the infection begins in each one of us, and now the learning in how to 

remove this human will removal method of doing so, is here as well. The mistress 

wisdom of hate vs the sister wisdom of love, are both behavioral in intent made, 

in its end result which in  the son of the masculine element equipped with 

emotional maturity, rebirths life from the life first birthed within itself. The dark 

wisdoms ego and dark feminine  and mistress wisdom of hate, takes the current 

truth and compares it to the unresolved memory itself orders from the 

subconscious to retrieve from emotional memory. To retrieve the unresolved 

emotional information and then ‘’amplify the fearing’’ of self expression. And now 

just in this thought of genuine self expression, the self is confined to its emotional 

emptiness- and is now looking for distraction. Who the mistress wisdoms then 

line up, will tell you what to hunt for and why, but leaving with self only a vague 

idea of what’s happening to itself emotionally, not able then to pin point and 

conclude thought the way we are meant to anymore. And if this is the main frame 

of hearts thought programming, then this person turns to the evil appearing as 

emotional savior for the knowledge of the lie, and its manipulation tactics are also 

given as tools and tool box of human will ‘’running away’’ from its emotional self. 

Some use tools and tool box and even the formula of human will removal ‘’to run 

from its own emotional truth’’ through distraction manipulation. To get the hell 

out of the because the dark feminine, although its didn’t turn this one evil, did in 



fact turn this one into its emotional puppet, and cant stand to be alone with its 

own emotional truth. 

Evil’s ‘’way in’’ has been described to you, it is its only way into the self, to join 

with the same electromagnetic pulse in the earth, going directly into the human 

heart. Feeding self their spiritual energy and its fullness element of need meeting 

capacity, but evil comes in as described to drain us of that fullness, with specific 

intent to disrupt and distort hearts thought of self. Destroy self worth and severe 

the primary emotional bond with the first wisdom, distorting your spiritual self 

worth mirror that helps the emotional looping confirm itself internally, confirming 

then the self who acknowledges its own lowered self worth. 

The mother truth element and our sisters wisdom element of empathies 

knowledge base, both giving to the final feminine element of self, in its own 

knowing of truth and its emotional response, with the ability to know and 

understand the emotional content of another person. But still with the oneness 

element in feeding from that first wisdom naturally, until evil accesses and 

performs then the same type of deceit manipulation, emotionally.  

As my three pedophiles did to me as child first, before they, each of then ‘’all 

used’’ these same tools and toolbox and formula of human will removal, that then 

enabled their young victim to remove his own underwear. To then seek to please 

the pedophile sexually, as to then, as promised by the same evil intent to con the 

child into removing my own underwear, using its spiritual elements of light, to 

now direct its evil intent. To then get my emotional needs met emotionally …and 

again my god what an evil despicable mess we are in, yes? Those tools are inside 

the tool box of pure evil to do this in the first place, that enables evil in the adult 

later if itself is successful at total removal of the good wisdom the first wisdom of 

life.  

Those tools are the cunning deceit of emotional manipulation of human truth and 

trust {when evil says look, they reject you so lie} leveraged by the ear of loss of 

something specific to the emotional need and its physical safety element {if you 

don’t lie then pain returns} all the while targeting  self worth, to lower self worth 

to enable then the puppet puppeteer relationship dynamic between the human 



will of the child, and the second wisdom. {when it say you must be as unworthy 

which is the egos voice but the ego is not self – it is an evil physical being who 

found a way electronically to hack our living computer, to then assume the 

human will of self. Replacing our sister wisdoms, with her mistress wisdom, to 

calculate hearts thought with, instead of the natural Christ consciousness we are 

born with. The formula of human will removal in the emotional moment and in 

every single one of them ‘’must use this formula’’ for evil to establish itself as the 

second wisdom dominance of emotional programing, in intent making. The first 

step is to 1-disrupt the normal spiritual connection with the emotional truth of 

the self as described. Second is 2-to sever the primary emotional bonding with the 

first wisdom. Being now introduced to the second wisdom, of which speaks the 

opposite of truth and what to do with truth of the emotional self. So 3-lowering 

self worth to have then self ‘’question self’’ forming then its cognitive dissidence 

that will not allow for a decision to made at all.  Without the lowered self worth 

we tell evil and its disguise in us like this ‘’to bugger off’’ when the first doubt in 

self, of self appears, just like the first feminine element of Adam did. Evil needs to 

extract the unresolved emotional content and use later in the ’’next’’ emotional 

moment, and can’t stop applying itself like this in every emotional moment, 

ensuring self never then re connects with its own life source this way.  

And there you have it, you and the good that you have always been, has been 

infiltrated by an intelligent being in physical form. Needing electronics to enter 

and become self spiritually- in a second wisdom that acts like a foreign object in 

self,  because it is a foreign object of the natural, spiritually designed emotional 

self. There specifically to distort and confuse self in questioning its own hearts 

thought of itself. this way, while the good person is busy questioning itself, with 

itself in cognitive dissidence, then makes it harder to detect drug dealers and 

sexual predators utilizing their tools and tool box and formula…hunting, stalking 

and preying on our children, even though they do not want sex. But wants 

something from you- you wouldn’t give to that person, or any other person in 

what ever it is you would otherwise keep for yourself, when asked directly. So this 

one turning inward asks evil/its own dark feminine ‘’how’’ to utilize their tools 

appropriately. As to perform the formula of human will removal to get the dam 



thing out of the way long enough to receive wat the emotional predator is 

hunting for while appearing as savior like person –or, with the victims best 

interest at heart, which isn’t the case at all, when trust is used as a tool of evil 

intent making. What’s left to do other than to teach self the skillful emotional 

management of the inner self who for some can take this information alone and 

realign hearts thought back in with the mother of our truth, and our sister 

element of wisdom because its just that powerful, but others will need help 

understanding.  

We are all brothers and sisters of the original first and second sons of god, the 

real god of invisible non physical spiritual truth, and the means of understanding 

emotional depth in our Christ consciousness. Who is our own intellectual wisdom 

as one element, living as described so to learn the skill set of the balanced 

determined self is the main course of this spiritual meal fed to you by Jesus. And 

what he said all those years ago, since all of this is from his secret sayings. The 

skill set of the balanced determined self is itself derived from the Saskatchewan 

new Start life skills training in communication to self first, and then to others later 

after that skill is applied. Developed by the love loving hippies of the sixties, which 

was the time we almost developed back then, this time period now because of 

them but vi still was to strong. Because believe it or not communication life skills 

and determining the balanced determined self would have locked up evil while 

releasing your spirit from its emotional prisons, which is their only one prison 

spiritually to undue, the emotional one. And when emotionally free, then you will 

see what I mean by emotional freedom. And your release date from emotional 

prison should take place within about a month-for me it was three weeks and I 

had hell itself  programing me emotionally, as many others  don’t. Most people do 

not face those kinds of traumas in their childhood except for the spiritual trauma 

of rejection, which does the same thing in both of us. Separation division between 

two wisdoms opposite and always apposing each other causing cognitive 

dissidence leaving self then  almost incapable of decision making, and never then 

committing to that truth in itself. So I’m just saying if it is not hell that programed 

you -it wouldn’t matter because this return to the self and its Christ consciousness 

in the real way is easy and like the snap of your fingers doing the work after the 



three weeks to month is finished with. But take a lot longer to learn the rest of 

the knowledge base from the keys of knowledge however, you will be without the 

unresolved pain distorting everything truth is explaining to self in silence.  

Takes about three weeks of application of new awareness and those self 

actualization meditations, then your pain is gone, that’s right ‘’completely gone’’ 

giving you that new emotional slate ensuring all the negative emotional energy 

production in you is disappeared. Now really to develop infection free 

experiences that will be added now to the knowledge base of self reprograming 

your heart t live emotionally again. Know and understand the emotional self 

translate itself into the spiritual self and spiritual light and darkness is first 

emotional light and darkness and why evil ’s pedophile machine mocks emotional 

expression because they fear it so terribly. And with it, the fear and fear of loss 

programming- running itself in a loop to return ‘’in each’’ hearts thought of self 

expression-is completely gone to. In the beginning I was still expecting all that 

negative crap coming back, hoping it wouldn’t but somewhere in my second 

wisdom saying ‘’of course it will’’ because ‘your not that lucky’’ and continued 

attempting to generate the negative emotional energy to fill my heart with. Trying 

to distract me from my clarity ‘’now’’ and which I quit waiting a long time ago. 

And just simply live in my emotional truth while liking it, or not- liking it 

sometimes, but then you make automatic ‘’it seems’’ adjustments immediately 

and I feel centered all the time when I’m not feeling something beautiful in my 

heart and things are normal again, when before I realized my environment and 

the abusive people in it. How would you like to live your moment like that? This 

evil is as strong or as weak as any physical pedophile depending on the adult 

survivor who gives into its emotional darkness and becomes evil itself, or turns 

from that evil, knowing through the wisdom of empathy. Most turn to their 

empathy but left with those tools ad tool box, using them for other things, not 

because your bad people. But because this is the way we are taught or programed 

to communicate which results in nothing but more separation and division 

between us, conquering our emotional connections with each other. In the one 

up man ship competition we perform with each other, instead of communicating 

our emotional truths with each other who some will have their stomach turned in 



that thought because the tv told you to be embarrassed when witnessing 

someone else like the Simpsons, mock emotional expression. But emotional 

expression comes out our words in the description of one’s own truth, ‘’being 

described ‘’emotionally impacted’’ by what is said, and not what the feeling word 

describing the emotional response in how it feels. But when speaking words of 

truth emotional response is there automatically and empathy then tells self how 

the other person is feeling, and that cant happen when saying if feel this specific 

‘’feeling word’’- you see? There is a life skill, a communication element of 

awareness of the emotional self called ‘’the feed back formula’’ you will have to 

practice in if your knowledge base lacks emotional understanding of self. It is a 

mechanical way of programing an emotional focus in the first wisdoms light of 

logic, you will receive when finished with everything. So do not think self 

expression is a  cartoon, because its not, this is real life with a real danger of 

loosing that spiritual life while here. And then afterward when being evaluated by 

evil itself pedophiling us further in the middle place. Which is not god at all, ‘’god 

rescues us from there’’ when we know this stuff and study Pistas Sophia and 

every other scroll you can get your hands on to study what else you can get your 

hands on to then be rescued from the middle place, if the place even exists. still 

now that we are in the new time, which I cant see them still in operation with 

what will happen shortly when after thy are taken from us so we can live life in 

the happy joy again, without anyone hunting our children for hunger machine 

status. Which is where I derive a lot of my knowledge in unresolved pain for the 

dark feminine element of what evil is experiencing it, the rest of my 

understanding comes from Jesus secret sayings and my realignment. My point is 

that whatever your hearts success is, or what its goal is -is completely attainable 

when finished in your realignment training. You will live again I promise you that, 

and the extent to which you take you goals made, and hopefully there still the 

same ones you made as a child- but regardless, that extent is dependant on 

human will and the uniqueness element in you. Who god fuels with himself until 

‘’you, their child’’ is strong enough to do it yourself. The perfect mother father in 

one being, in masculine element masculinizing his own feminine element, who 

she first impregnates his thought with emotional, loving, heart felt truth. When 

she said what about the uniqueness left behind after we clean up our mess that 



we both made? He said from the womb birthing that knowledge from the his logic 

that said to him have mercy on them because there’s a pedophile at the helm. 

And in reality, their programing is isn’t their fault since their seed in is us. Which 

he could have snapped his spiritual fingers knowing the impurity and evil coming 

from us and made the whole thing disappear but logic told him not to, from his 

intellect. But when you think in a logic that children are duplicated parents, 

except for the uniqueness element and the differences they react in reacting to 

the same emotional responses. Who simply wants you to remember your own 

depth again, and you can with a little help from our friends and from self included 

‘’in its own human will to finally the right and correct way to learn grow and 

evolve in hearts spirit, and hearts mind ‘’minding those spiritual children’’. As the 

qualified spiritual parents in masculine and feminine element ensuring self 

receives truth from only her in its end result.  

The human will to do these things will advance the souls spirit and the 

continuance of your spiritual life depends on self achieve that level of knowing 

self in its own emotional depth, here and now…. for then,, and you still living as a 

spirit being ‘’continuing  on’’ in your spiritual evolution. 

 Or being taught something else the hard way, which I don’t think at all that is it 

for the committed evil and ungodly people of this earth. But maybe a incarnate or 

two ‘’or ten’’ might allow self to finally become aware of its emotional self then. 

Because believe it or not mr and ms middle class we had the same human will 

removal programming enabled by a will to do so but also utilizing the tools and 

tool box of evils intent to use the formal of human will removal. Who you now 

use those tools as your communication element as seen on tv, your god since you 

spend hours worshiping it. More in memory than in real time remembering how 

the tv has been turned ‘’into a pedophile machine’’ in the emotional levels of 

undoing self from its human will emotionally.  Now programing self emotionally 

with half truths and thin slivers of truth making it appear then emotionally as if 

the totality of truths knowledge is spoken. The separation will happen. I grew up 

all my life hearing how the meek shall inherit the earth and when I fund out what 

that word meant, I felt a little hope but that was quickly extinguished as a hope 

like all hope was for me back then. Who the native then will be called upon for 



their direction in which then you find value in them. But isn’t that something we 

needed to ern as respect first? You know what I mean- when deadened white 

people beg them for their spiritual knowledge to get themselves undone from 

becoming undone by an evil physical being who found a way electronically to 

hack the living computer, to build white people in the first place-who those of the 

light believed there still is hope for any distortion left with the rest of us and then 

there will be a lot of work to do. Because one we have a new descision making 

element in the frist wisdom in government, then there will be those government 

employees who will still be with that infection not knowing what to do. They must 

not ever be allowed decision making for others ever again because they are 

programed in their hearts to see evil and understand that to be punishment for 

violating one of their rules.  

  

Those people, if any are left that is because their infection is thick dark blackness 

in their first wisdom in the hearts, work the vulnerable people on welfare, wcb 

judge, cop, probation, jailing staff, court staff, who refused to help but did 

everything in their power to hurt them or re punish the vulnerable for what ever 

reason. By withholding vital resources and services no government wants you to 

know about. Did you know at a canadina wcb office case managers ook dfor 

reasons not o honor whtthey say is the reason for taking the tax dollar in the first 

palce. Do not care of the medical condition you are in and somehow feels good to 

see the injured worker suffer to develop causative injuries from that neglect. Did 

you know the welfare worker a few of them, dose the same using their leveraging 

element of toying with people who are desperate or withholds vital services and 

information from those people? Did you know monitoring staff for the criminal 

alcoholic. Probation officers and the likes a few of those ones…love to leverage 

control manipulation over their victims? Did you know these things? I did. And 

since I’ve experienced those things, along with my woman who witnessed 

everything, then i have first hand information rom front lin cicumstmcs in how the 

end result of your current governetn systm works to destroy you the innocent 

person and me the criminal alcoholic who did time for acquirering a disease 

element sold to me by the ones the judge is protecting when blaming me for 



getting sick off their psycho active substance for sale. So putting all your faith into 

this ex back ally junkie you wont have to do, just ask her in you now. Then offer 

them spiritual realignment training if they still exist on this planet at the time of 

the event about to happen, that will wake us up a little better in the end result to 

listen to that which will ignite a silent thought shared with you by your mother.  

Listen with ears to the physical cue, and hear with your hearts what that direction 

is. Until then, change what’s internal, preparing for that day, if that is what you 

choose to do. Through either a healthy human will-will these ones admit to their 

own silence the truth they’ve been denying to her inside themselves, or continue 

to do the same  voodoo ‘’you do’’ so well, and then we loose you. Who even the 

wcb fuck on my case file I wouldn’t want to see him go to prison planet just 

because he caused great physical and emotional and spiritual damage to me. I’m 

really mad about but still right? If they do the wor then that persona will be gone 

from them i now this to be the guarantee already so i wont hate then what comes 

out of them because will love it as much as what comes out of me now which is 

back to righteous anger reactional state. Not hate result from calculating my 

hearts thought with the angry persons wisdom who first acknowledges the 

emotional pain but only then to pin point blame and seek retribution in the one 

up man ship competing element between us, as seen on tv’s everywhere with 

children growing up thinking in their alfa state –pogroming that this must be 

reality, so I will adopt that persona and that behavior to my own persona. 

Who ever has it in their hearts of hate and hating, as emotional ongoing 

programming, needs to introduce themselves to those self healing meditations. 

So you will not hate anymore and you wont because you are no longer generating 

the angry persons wisdom, not because for some magical skill or understanding or 

anything else other than because there is no more unresolved emotional pain left 

to exploit and manipulate into a fear and then into a fear of potential loss, seen in 

an image by itself not with silent voice, but with ego’s voice saying those things. 

Of self destruction first and then of hurting others who get in your way or who 

you target specifically to hurt with intent. To feel then ‘’what’’ as the result of 

feeling then satisfied self won the emotional competing in the moment? What is 

the feeling that you feed from in that moment because I’ve seen it so many times 



but never experienced it…. I think, or maybe my years of psycho active substance 

abuse wont let me remember, I don’t know. So I’ll just ask you, what exactly do 

you people feel when hurting each other in terms of removing the other person  

sense of worth of itself? i mean never mind because non of that matters after the 

heart is realigned with the truth element in self. Which means to say back to the 

silence that speaks to you if there is acknowledgment in that translation of the 

emotional self, of self of the same truth. When emotionally deadened, takes us 

from that moment of responding to the spiritual mother gods communication 

element within self with in its seed. This is what the Talmud stole from the first 

secondary humans distorting their spiritual training read from t stolen keys of 

knowledge. And who they still maintain with the catholic church wo has the same 

god and belief system and obviously the same sexual  direction that obviously got 

out of their lustful hands and grip since they been how many now? how many 

priests have been charged now? Is it past five thousand yet”? When the 

distortions are gone and vanished and disappeared from you, you will begin again 

to see reality for what silence tells you it is. By exhibiting the truth of the 

circumstance which we feel this in our hearts, as well as acknowledge it 

cognitively. And takes the whole of self to consider with in intellectual wisdom, in 

the silence with silent voice discussing the truth of the emotional self with self. 

And when you say yes it is truth I feel and know of because the light from god in 

thought we know as logics light illuminating emotional truth and what it means in 

emotional depth. This is exactly what the spiritual pedophile does to each one of 

us, stealing then ownership over our own human will. From ages zero to five 

years, after each new understand born with the chid being in the natural oneness 

state ready and then suddenly and traumatically robbed of its emotional safety 

when the child begins to acknowledge rejections trauma in its heart, setting off 

the pulse that attracts those demons of misery working us the way they do for the 

re of the child’s life until usually the wisdom of a fifty year old its them and then 

they begin to consider these same things but not knowing what was happening 

and it is so very much unfair so what ever is unfair will be hunted down killed and 

skinned and then I’ll use it as my living room rug… or was that my den? I don’t 

remember what I saw on tv that told me so, but that’s what I want. Because it will 

all have been resolved you see, taking away also the fearing programing the 



negative emotional energy looping programming , the programming to be 

recalled anymore because it just will not happen. You will look to recall from 

memory but nothing will be there since you’ve been programing yourself for 

years in the fantasy making of our duality and nothing that is not truth remains. 

So in your purity of innocence now you look for the accurate emotional 

information your seeking without feeling those things from the dark feminine 

element of the ego and its evil spirit influence. And then loo at the same things 

you looked at while with a heart filled with a fucking pedophile waiting for 

spiritual children to be born, to get off on some kind of evil dark spiritual ejaculate 

when receiving hate in human will through this theft. If you still exist with the rest 

of us means you earned it, because you never lost it, or you earned it back by 

realigning your hearts thought back in with the truth itself, and nothing else. 

Some think its emotional response but that’s not real, It is truth itself your 

masculine hearts thought ‘’must commit to’’! Committing then to the truth in 

everything else, not just your emotional state, and then visualize as described by 

buddy and buddy and buddy and their buddy is describing on you tube teaching 

what they know in personal development, which has been a great help in learning 

stuff so thank you for that. But the point is what is shown here is important to 

know use and apply to your communication element sure but all the help offered 

cant come from one source just be sure to do as you do here…. take what fits and 

toss the rest out like it was a falsehood, a lie or a mistake I’m making in being 

wrong about anything.  When we are emotionally complete and feel it then we 

can visualize without the old programming coming into distortion very thing and 

realize nothing then in any goal made because the inspiration fuel changes into 

the negative emotional energy to feel then, an no amount of visualization can do 

what’s needed to heal the unresolved hurt in self, and doubt in self-generating 

the three negative emotional energies to feel in the moment because these things 

then interfere in your visualization meditations you did with the great hope the 

secret offered people, in its direction into believing and trusting in the self and 

making the visualizations that will achieve that, but that cant work when we are 

programmed to lose faith in the self. Feel low self worth all the time and loose 

finally the trust and belief in the self, producing then the lower self dominance  

possessing people, in the negative emotional way, producing negative emotional 



energies as described. And not the inspiration fuel keeping the spiritual child alive 

in hearts thought of your visualized goal, already then to feel the emotional self, 

as self would feel in a reality of owning the house already.  It was from my 

experiences trying to heal from my multiple diseases of addictions to various 

things but the dominant one was self protection behavior. Offering then the 

wisdom of low self worth and convince our self we are not worthy this way and 

that way and all other ways. And in no way then can a heathy emotional thought 

generated like that survives the unresolved shit that amplifies itself to take self 

then into the hearts thought of not trusting self, and not believing in its own 

emotional depth you see? Healing the emotional structure of self enables that 

teaching to then focus on the emotional reality as if it was truth already 

experienced, and self continues to feel this in its visualization and self in its hearts 

emotional daughter of emotional knowing {of the circumstance of self in the 

now}, looks to wisdom for its k owing in what might self do next, base on tat 

emotional information who then hooks up with intellect when self isn’t afraid to 

find that light in logic that will explain everything the self needs to know in the 

moment like that. This is your natural spiritual self in its natural algorithm, and 

mine to. Till it is stolen from us all in early childhood by the same pedophilic 

energy engulfing the heart like that is identical to the physical pedophiles way of 

doing the same, which I’ve noticed its algorithm to show you and me to, how it 

infects us all, the same way  for a different way of pedophiling a child. And turns 

into the lower self dominance and projecting then a different persona than what 

self is born with, who is so completely murderable and killable now, not the self- 

only the energy and its intent of that energy. Will be gone from you so you can be 

ready for ‘’day one’’ of the new time, which begins in our hearts soon shortly 

after this event about to happen to us all, to experience on a mass scale. And I’m 

here to tell you from experience my greatest teacher of both the dark feminine 

element and the sacred feminine element, Jesus knew that. Desire wont be evil 

when the emotional self is healed. Because then there will be no more dark 

feminine element in you to produce fear and its angry persons wisdom causing 

emptiness needing then a replacement of what you don’t know of, or how to refill 

with. Causing then a hunger for the fullness to return after the longing for it is no 

longer enough to alarm the child to ten go alarm its parents, but what hey her 



they do not recognize and then rejects what the child is trying tell you 

truthfully….because it has to since is truth is natural to itself, and natural then to 

each one of us, of physical children birthing spiritual children. To be met with 

either spiritual life in the first wisdoms birting element supporting life itself, in self 

In acknowledgement if its expressions. Or with the pedophilic influence there to 

utilize the same tools and human will removal formula as the physical pedophile 

uses in the same second wisdom -so  carefully, to make sure it is the child’s will, 

who wants sex from itself. Therefore then, ‘’not’’ making him a rapist…and 

somehow they end up believing their own justifications or the known evil their 

doing. 

Who did not teach the evil spiritual influence how to do anything, I do believe the 

evil spirit influence taught the physical pedophile how to do the voodoo its does 

so cunningly evil, that it even convinces itself of its own lies of justifications of 

removing thin sliver of truth knowledge from its calculating in hearts thought of 

only the selfishly demined self. And now that we know how to judge and how to 

react to it in empathy perhaps the rest of the white left over at that time can join 

in what the intent making naturally in native people already and use the first 

wisdom in all things in their end result of what I’ve witnessed myself already. 

Their display is exactly this and comes from even the heaviest of people in jail. 

Where it does not from the heaviest white guy… you see our challenge white 

fuck, just like me… trying to deal with our circumstance? Or not? Anyway, finish 

with this knowing an training and then start visualizing as the secret tells you to, 

and then see what happens differently now.  If those ones who are almost 

gone…but still here after the physical separation between the good, and the evil 

people…. means there is still hope for them. But they all must be dealt with in the 

way we deal with all diseases that cause death and quarantine them if they are 

still possessed that is…Enoch says it all gets taken from its root, but as god works 

in mysterious ways then what to expect-i don’t think anything of human behavior 

ill change unless through the human will to decide it, because that just isn’t up o 

god. So we all know the quarantine involves no jail and no suffering but 

continuous care and when we make the system like that and then take what evil 

and what seem like irreversible damage an lock them up alright and no bloody 



kidding but make sure they feel cared for and even loved by the continuous offer 

of help an living in a quality community with others until they prove the selves to 

be to pedophilic in themselves so then lock them up in a bog room with lots of 

things to do and never ever leave them alone again. And schedule them life skills 

training to see then if they become infection free enough to be let out in the open 

with their spiritual beings in light. ‘’With our children’’ who will have knight after 

knight in shining amour ‘’at the ready’’ to help and protect them all, and will do so 

immediately operating through the new decision making process coming from 

only the first wisdoms birth of knowledge.  

But that’s another day in todays world and right now lets see who will, and who 

will not ‘’now’’ inside themselves in choosing one of our  two wisdoms and its 

hearts thought process, being led then by its masculine element of directional 

thought, shall we? And my empathy for them is alive and as alive as any victim 

because this person still is like you and me, a victim first. That is why there is 

automatic forgiveness, even for the worst evil that comes out a person when they 

find a way to feel bad for what they’ve done to others. And the re installing the 

first wisdom after reprograming the self emotionally back to the original and 

natural algorithm of human spirit.  And the student then meets the need in a 

functional way never to hurt another person again, because that spiritual ugly is 

‘’just gone’’ from the person, and it really is incredible to experience and then 

experience this same thing in others is just as an incredible feeling of inspiration 

fueled hearts thought of it.. to add to the new emotional memory bank and the 

happy joy to recall in memory when needed again instead of the deadening crap 

the second wisdom is about and offer as itself for the unique self, to feel…now to 

refill  the knowledge base of self in self with the positive emotional energies, then 

you will be good to move on to grade two of your spiritual education, so 

congratulations you did it by your own will to do so. Because when finished in this 

kindergarten apprenticeship in earning your name, then you go into the adult 

apprenticeship of a being wanting to, and being helped to become ‘’the power of 

a gods love in the first birthing ability’’, can you believe that?  

 Ladies and gentlemen who which to remaining  in the purity of themselves will 

make the intent t do everything in its power to make these changes since Enoch 



said what is to happen when ten thousand pf has friends come to remove evil and 

the ungodly from this place and place them on their own earth, in whatever form 

their prison planet will be in but ill tell you -you will have the same government 

creeping up on us now. It’s the same Nazi belief but more so than Hitler ever 

imagined. And guess who is schedule the to be born a jew {or wat ever form of 

hating a aperson is in at that time} on that planet when they are reincarnated 

their instead of here. In this symbolic way of describing living in living hell. Or, 

maybe you’ll be one who can contribute to the state… who knows.  Do that who. 

You will become the victim of the government yourself because you cant see the 

horrific harm your doing in your immediate space with another person, and its 

ripple effect affecting then all people on this planet. How you ask? Then go look 

for yourself what evil has been exposed in all governments and what evil has been 

exposed in the monarchy. I drank with willie once who told us that story when he 

was taken from his home and went to residential school. and the queen and her 

bitch took ten… or twelve? kids and didn’t return them and Willy didn’t know why 

he wasn’t chosen to be taken, never to be seen again. And for the other things so 

many others who do not know each other but accuse them ‘’of the same things’’ 

as their victims, like almost willie but certainly his friends who all of them 

according to government  policy said they can go kidnap children from their 

homes, which they did for years and years and years when they weren’t killing 

them or raping those children. Because none of it was in cunning deceit but the 

violent kind of threatening that said if you didn’t become sexual with the priest, 

then they would kill you. And many were murdered for refusing to have sex with 

the priest because the purity in their hearts of the same spirit you need to speak 

with now, of this tragic state we live in still. Which at a very minimum can be used 

as information and teaching in how to detect evil from ever returning ever again. 

Just like all the ancient writings told us to be aware of because it was coming back 

–but all of that knowledge base was destroyed except for wat that boy found in 

the desert.  

Left behind by a thoughtful individual who helped to save many in todays world. 

{HA!} 



I grew up relating with parents relating with the system. Sure they were abusive 

parents, but smart survivors of a system that continually left lacking and hunger in 

its tracks, while claiming the opposite of that. I then grew up in my teens in that 

same system treating now the teenager secondary human being, with masculine 

and feminine elements separated then. In the terrible way of living through the 

fresh emotional pain with only weed and booze numb that pain. And nothing else 

available to help mentally, but everything there that made sure I remained exactly 

where I was stuck  without hope. But obviously with the disease of addiction to 

weed and booze, since then I’ve experienced first hand from each of the 

government agencies implementing their purity in the absolute in evil, in helping 

a government body destroy its people, in each of the multiple departments of 

government implementation of its policies and laws derived from the second 

wisdom and thin sliver of truth. 

Which now, being pain free and in the happy joy most of the time, now I see 

clearly how the obstacle filled policies puppeteered the victim and did nothing for 

the well being for the individual-being forced fed the lie as a government body 

helping people. Turning the public to believe this is true in their heart, but being 

the exact opposite in their behavior, and people are beginning to feel this in their 

hearts of truth.   

The absolute in enemy…who found your internal gate, the narrow gate Jesus 

speaks of and is using it as a tool for evil to enter into the very many. With you the 

secondary human being still as programmable as the early self was is now acting 

in accordance with government policies and if we don’t then they burn us alive I 

mean they put us in jail… where we might or might not have our heads smashed 

into the concrete or be pushed I mean fell down the elevator shaft and die a 

horrific death that way instead. So in this way you still have a fighting chance of 

not being tortured and murdered just by doing time for not complying with the 

states policy to blame the victim for contracting a deadly disease from their 

psycho active substance for sale. Because saving the world isn’t my thing nor is it 

to save Edmonton because nothing needs saving and no one needs a warning. 

Because of the event about to happen will explain everything to everyone, when 

after god the father of truth and his first wisdom send his family, ten thousand of 



them to help after evil and ungodly people are taken from this place, and we are 

left to clean this mess up. There has been spiritual pedophile who I myself and 

countless other survivors of sexual abuse understands the emotional 

manipulating tactics of someone who hates to be called a rapist. So itself 

maneuvers the child’s heart and mind into believing that if I myself removed its 

own underwear for the sexual predator, then I would get my emotional needs 

met as the four year old I was.  

This can be used as a template of knowing what never to do again because if this 

does happen again the instigator and all his friends will be taken from this earth 

and never to return to the easy education ever again. And after the separation 

from the evil in this world and there becomes another money hungry or sex 

starved individual put In  control of any part of humanity and takes advantage of 

their trusting,  then you will not be reincarnated here but on prison planet, run by 

a pedophilic government. I promise you there will be an education in the new 

time and any gays left over then, better watch their p’s and q’s around children 

then, because if they dare try to influence a child then, they will… well I don’t 

know for sure, but you better believe you receive an emotional tune up 

‘’minimum’’. And if you do not fear hurting gods feelings then you will feel the 

fear of my anger then kindergarten. Worst case, is you being the influence to any 

child on prison planet. Where no one will ever interfere except to ask you for its 

own turn. Who that child and all children born and reborn there then, and reborn 

again and again and again…are the ones here and now, who love their evil and 

hate empathy for others. Loving to hate and about to learn the hard way what its 

like to live under the control manipulation of a government like ours, because 

your government now will evolve to were its going and those welfare worker and 

wcb and cop judges crown representative the kings and queens politicians  and 

dirty cops and  the likes will be removed from this place, unless one of you or a 

few of you show some kind of hope still as you there and did nothing in terms of 

your own personal development. 

 jailers and child welfare people…all of them who loves to hate the lower class of 

people wrecking everything for them, and there’s proof to, ‘’look’’ the tv told you 

so…so, this gives them the excuse to help the pedophilic government who we all 



{of those who worship truth} see as a mother seeing what the pedophilic father is 

doing to her children. But the mother to selfish to pay any attention to the truth 

moving in her, and the wisdom of empathy screaming at her to save the child 

from that monster. Let me explain…..But before that, let’s take another look at 

secret saying one fourteen. And then look at number one in his secret sayings and 

decide for yourself what to do next.  

Secret saying # (114) Simon Peter said to him, "Let Mary leave us, for women are 

not worthy of life." Jesus said, "I myself shall lead her in order to make her male, 

so that she too may become a living spirit resembling you males. For every 

woman who will make herself male will enter the kingdom of heaven." 

The final is his end result goal for you to understand to masculinize the feminine 

element in self, using the life source and its spiritual equipment to earn a 

rebirthing element permeantly. To see then if you want to attempt to earn the 

birthing element itself, and is a difficult thing to pull off, but the opportunity is 

there if the need is in you. No other reason other than to have graduated this hell 

but in reality is only the kindergarten state of an education that will earn anyone 

of us the rebirthing element, which is the same element you have now except you 

get to keep it when at the time of the loans recalled, of that seed. 

 

 

 


